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Obtaining ETD Permissions for MDS

Tools:

Each author list is printed off from the link listed above. Ignore authors with a P beside their name.

Using the Alumni Directory look for the authors name in the index and then go to appropriate page.

IF an email address is listed: then email the author asking for permission. See Word document for standard email. You will need to copy/paste the title of ETD from the link listed above. Write an E beside the authors name and their email address after their name.

IF there is only a mailing address: Write out an envelope using the residential address (only use work address if no residential one is available). See Word document for standard letter. You will need to copy/paste the title of ETD from the link listed above. Print out on letter head. Also, include a permissions form with the letter. Write an M beside the author’s name.

IF no information is listed write No address listed beside the author’s name.

IF not listed in the index of the alumni directory write Not listed after author name.

Once a letter is complete, return the author list and envelopes to Gretchen

IF THE AUTHOR Responds TO YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS, PLEASE FORWARD THEIR EMAIL ON TO ME. THANKS